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ABSTRACT 

 
 

Community leaders in Green Bay have selected the Risk, Hazard, and Value Evaluation 

(RHAVE) program as the cornerstone for community risk analysis.  Severe cutbacks in State 

funding and subsequent municipal budget cuts necessitated a search for innovative ways to 

gather and integrate data for RHAVE analysis.   

The purpose of this research was to develop efficiencies for locating and incorporating 

data into RHAVE.  Using action research, the author first sought acquisition of existing data and 

then data not otherwise available.  The research needed to answer three questions:   

1. What data required for RHAVE analysis is currently available within local 

government and how can it be accessed? 

2. What data required for RHAVE is not readily available and how can this data be 

obtained? 

3. What options are available for integrating existing data with new data entered into the 

RHAVE program? 

RHAVE is a collection of detailed information about the risks, hazards, and values 

unique to a community.  RHAVE analysis then produces an accurate portrayal of risks, hazards 

and values based on quantifiable data.     

One element of this research project was development of a process for RHAVE software 

to accept data fields from existing data sources.  Substantial amounts of data required for 

RHAVE were found to be available through GIS files and the Fire Department records 

management system.  The author utilized several software programs to analyze data, establish 

field formats, manipulate data, and finally, import data to RHAVE.   
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Community leaders have a duty to identify and manage risk in a manner that gives the 

taxpayer the greatest return on investment.  Major accomplishments of this research included the 

development of processes for making use of existing data, acquiring data not otherwise available, 

and manipulating data (export/import) for multiple uses - thus reducing the cost of resources 

necessary to accomplish community risk assessment. 

Future researchers should continue work toward the development of a more simplified 

import process, perhaps even a software solution that could process and import the data in a 

single operation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In 2002 the Green Bay Fire Department carefully researched and identified the need for a 

detailed community risk analysis.  Fire service leaders selected the Risk, Hazard, and Value 

Evaluation (RHAVE) software program, distributed by the United States Fire Administration as 

the cornerstone for this analysis.  RHAVE is the result of a cooperative effort between the USFA 

and the International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) to provide a software-based program for 

public policy makers to collect useful information and data to assess community risks.  The 

RHAVE process typically requires a significant amount of data collection and many hours of 

manual data entry.  

A search for innovative methods for gathering and integrating the necessary data for 

RHAVE analysis was prompted by severe cutbacks in State funding and subsequent municipal 

budget cuts (i.e., reduced staffing).   

The purpose of this research project is to develop understanding of, and determine best 

options for locating and incorporating available data for a RHAVE analysis.  Using an action 

research approach, the author first sought out existing data in the community and then moved to 

acquisition of data not otherwise available.  Research sought to answer three questions:   

1. What data required for RHAVE analysis is currently available within local 

government and how can it be accessed? 

2. What data required for RHAVE is not readily available and how can this data be 

obtained? 

3. What options are available for integrating existing data with new data entered into the 

RHAVE program? 
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

 

The United States government dramatically expanded efforts in emergency preparedness 

after the tragic events of Sept. 11, 2001.  Those events changed how emergency response 

agencies view large-scale events and in turn demanded that local governments and citizens 

prepare to effectively mitigate future emergencies that threaten their communities.  While the 

potential aftermath of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) or Chemical, Biological, 

Radiological, Nuclear or Explosive (CBRNE) events have introduced understandable fear, the 

concerns in most communities, however, are the equally devastating affects of a natural disaster.  

Using recent events to promote emergency preparedness, the U. S. Department of Homeland 

Security is beginning to mandate identification of hazards and the associated assessment of 

community risk.  The intent of this approach is to ensure effective mitigation strategies are in 

place along with adequate resources for responding to natural or man-made disasters in the 

community (Kobarda, 2002). 

Fire service leaders in Green Bay recognize the value of technical data in characterizing 

the proper distribution and concentration of resources to protect our community.  A RHAVE 

analysis will provide the technical data necessary to identify the level of risk, hazard, and values 

in our community.  RHAVE data will then facilitate strategic decision-making in determining the 

appropriate level of services for the citizens of Green Bay. 

A recent survey of members of the International Association of Fire Chiefs revealed 

budget and staffing shortfalls are the top problems facing fire chiefs in 2004.   More than 68% of 

responding fire officials cite budget difficulties and 58% cite staffing problems on their list of 
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problems for the coming year. “Fire departments around the nation are in trouble,” said IAFC 

President Chief Ernest Mitchell  (West, 2004, February).  

Wisconsin’s state government is struggling to deal with a $3 billion deficit in the 2003-

2004 biennium (Wisconsin Alliance of Cities).  As a result, the City of Green Bay has lost 

approximately $2.3 million in state funding for carrying out municipal services, resulting in a 

$998,060.13 reduction for 2003, approximately 6% of total operating funds.  There is no room to 

fund new programs (i.e., RHAVE) within these budget constraints (personal communication, 

Fire Chief Jeff Stauber, February 4, 2004). 

The RHAVE program typically requires extensive manual data entry instead of importing 

existing data by accepting fields from outside sources (i.e. tax roles, property assessor files, etc.).  

Due to budget limitations and reductions in staffing, one of the major elements of this research 

project was to determine the potential for the software to accept data fields from existing sources.  

While it is unlikely that this process will import all data necessary to complete RHAVE, any 

information imported will increase efficiency and result in potential cost savings.  All of this is 

accomplished minding that RHAVE users are typically Fire Service professionals and not 

Information Technology (IT) experts.   

The risk assessment process relates directly to Chapter 4 of the Executive Analysis of 

Fire Service Operations in Emergency Management coursework titled “Community Risk 

Assessment.”   Individuals, businesses, community leaders, and managers of emergency services 

make decisions that affect a community’s vulnerability to hazards every day.  The effectiveness 

of these decisions affecting community safety are directly related to the quantity, quality, and 

accessibility of community hazard and risk information (FEMA, 2001, SM 4-7).   
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Conducting a RHAVE analysis for this community is on the leading edge of a larger 

community risk reduction project supporting the United States Fire Administration’s (USFA) 

five-year operational objective; “…that 2500 communities will have a comprehensive multi-

hazard risk reduction plan led by or including the local fire service” (USFA, 2001). 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A literature search focused on the RHAVE process, data collection, and data conversion 

began in September of 2003 at the Learning Resource Center (LRC) of National Emergency 

Training Center (NETC) in Emmitsburg, Maryland.  The initial search produced several 

Executive Fire Officer (EFO) Applied Research Projects; the RHAVE software (acquired from 

the USFA Publication Center) with concept manual; installation and user’s manual; and a limited 

number of articles from journals and other periodicals.  Throughout the project, the author sought 

information relative to the three research questions.  

Chapter 3 of the NFPA 1600: Standard on disaster/emergency management and business 

continuity (a national consensus standard) recommends municipalities consider probability of 

occurrence along with the degree of vulnerability of citizens, property, the environment, and the 

entity itself when conducting hazard and risk assessments.  In assessing risks and hazards, 

municipalities are directed to consider natural, technological, and human events.    

RHAVE is a software program used by local officials to collect information and data for 

the identification and assessment of fire and related risks in a community.  It determines what 

values are exposed to loss in a community, the probability of an event occurring, and potential 

consequences of an event on the community.  The RHAVE process provides an opportunity to 

collect detailed information about the risks, hazards, and values that are unique to the 

community.  The RHAVE analysis then produces an accurate portrayal of those risks, hazards 

and values based on quantifiable data (USFA, 2003, November). 

“Scarce time and resources often prevent individuals and society from doing everything 

feasible to reduce risks” (Long & Fischhoff, 2000).  Assembling and recording data necessary to 
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complete the RHAVE process typically requires an extensive amount of data collection followed 

by many hours of manual data entry.   It is the author’s concern that scarce resources (budget 

shortfalls) in the City of Green Bay may prevent a comprehensive risk, hazard, and value 

evaluation for our community. 

One part of the literature review focused on determining what resources, in terms of time 

and effort, are actually necessary for implementation of RHAVE.  In a 1999 Executive Fire 

Officer Applied Research Project (EFO-ARP), Division Chief Joseph B. Ross, Jr. conducted a 

RHAVE Planning Questionnaire survey seeking information on goals, objectives, and 

timeframes for RHAVE implementation within the Anne Arundel County Fire Department.  

Many of the respondents felt that a timeframe from three to seven years would be necessary to 

implement the program.  Yet, others felt that the entire project could be completed within one 

year (Ross, 1999).   

Nearly four years later Assistant Chief John DeIorio (Palm Beach Fire and Rescue) 

conducted a survey of 41 fire departments (all of whom had requested or downloaded RHAVE 

software) to acquire data for an EFO-ARP.  DeIorio’s found those agencies having used RHAVE 

for risk assessment stated that it was user-friendly, standardized, and provided important, 

quantifiable information that accurately displayed the community’s fire problem.   In seeming 

contradiction to the generalized statement above, his survey results showed 34% felt one of the 

benefits of RHAVE was its ease of use, while 28% of the departments expressed negative 

feelings regarding time constraints and the in-depth involvement the program requires for data 

input. (DeIorio, 2003) 
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However, DeIorio also uncovered that 49% of the respondents using risk assessment 

software were actually using software other than RHAVE.  One of the reasons stated for using 

different software was that too much data is needed for the RHAVE software.   

With regard to the amount of data needed, the RHAVE Concept Manual states, “It would 

take an extraordinary amount of time for any community to develop a RHAVE map (community 

analysis) if it had done absolutely nothing to identify risk, hazard and value factors before today” 

(USFA, 2001, p. 45).  This points us to the benefit of using existing data sources.  Existing 

records in a community’s building and planning department databases offer plenty of 

information useful for the RHAVE process.  GIS or other electronic databases are valuable 

resources for accessing data.  Information from building inventory, land use, pre-fire plans, fire 

inspection records, and water distribution maps are all useful resources. “Using existing data 

starts the process with a practical and realistic foundation in facts already in evidence” (USFA, 

2001, p. 23).   

One of the major elements of this research project was to determine the potential and 

develop a process for the RHAVE software to accept data fields from existing data sources (i.e., 

inspection records, tax, property, and assessor files).  Most information on data import and 

export processes gathered during the course of the literature search was either too generalized 

(providing little insight), or so specific to a particular software program to be of any significant 

value to be discussed here.  The data import process required the use of several software 

programs.  Software manuals and on-line help files were utilized to answer software-specific 

questions that arose during the process.  The author was unable to find any previous research on 

a data import process specific to the RHAVE software program.   
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PROCEDURES 

 

Planning and information gathering for this research project began in September of 2003 

in the Learning Resource Center (LRC) at National Emergency Training Center (NETC) in 

Emmitsburg, Md.  A literature search focused on the RHAVE risk assessment process and 

produced several Executive Fire Officer (EFO) Applied Research Projects (APR), the RHAVE 

software (from the USFA Publication Center) and articles from several journals and periodicals.  

The objective of the literature search was to determine what methods others had used for 

RHAVE data collection and data entry, and if a process existed to import readily available data.   

Contact was made with the RHAVE Technical Support Center (1-888-441-4330), the 

RHAVE website (www.RHAVE.com), and RHAVE email support at helpdesk@rhave.com.   

The author also made direct contact with Steve Raddigan, developer of the RHAVE software, to 

explore the potential for data importation.   

Research continued over the next several months in the form of Internet searches, 

software documentation, and the author’s personal library.  The author met several times with 

Information Technology (IT) professionals for both the City of Green Bay and Brown County 

government to seek information relative to the three research questions.  

The literature review revealed a significant amount of general data about the risk 

assessment process, detailed explanation of the RHAVE concept, and several EFO papers 

addressing RHAVE data collection and data entry.  The EFO papers provided insight and ideas 

for data collection, while discussions with the software developer and IT professionals produced 

the most useful information regarding manual data entry and the potential for importing available 

data.   
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In discussions with RHAVE software author Steve Raddigan, he stated that data import 

was certainly possible and offered that RHAVE was developed as a Microsoft FoxPro database 

program.  He suggested finding a local government IT professional familiar with the FoxPro 

program that could assist with RHAVE data import.  FoxPro was not in use by City or County 

government, and after several unsuccessful attempts at using shareware programs - the Microsoft 

Visual FoxPro 8.0 Professional software was purchased from Academic Superstore 

(www.AcademicSuperstore.com) at a cost of $66.95.  

Mr. Mike Hronek, an IT professional from the Green Bay City/County Planning 

Department and Mr. Ryan Finstad, an IT professional with Brown County Public 

Safety/Communications Department provided guidance on available data and importing 

techniques.  Both IT professionals agreed that manual data entry was the least desirable solution, 

and that successful data import was very probable.  Mr. Hronek shared what site-specific 

information (parcel number, description, property value, etc.) is available from the Planning 

Department (primarily Geographical Information System (GIS) files) and how that data could be 

accessed.  Once available data was identified, Mr. Finstad provided considerable guidance in 

how a conversion process for importing data into RHAVE might be developed.   

While evaluating information about potential data sources, the author discovered that the 

Green Bay Fire Department (GBFD) Aether Records Management System (AetherRMS) is also 

a Microsoft FoxPro database program.  The GBFD began using the AetherRMS system for 

records management early in 2002 and had acquired data on a significant number of properties 

(also referred to as occupancies) for purposes of building and fire safety inspections, fire pre-

planning, and permitting.  Much of the data collected for AetherRMS matches with that needed 

for RHAVE. 
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Having identified potential data sources and acquired a software program (FoxPro) 

capable of importing to RHAVE, a process for data import needed to be developed.  The author 

utilized several software programs, including Crystal Reports, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft 

FoxPro to analyze and establish data field formats.  FoxPro was used to identify data field 

formats that the RHAVE software would accept.  Crystal Reports and Microsoft Excel were used 

to access and manipulate (format) data before final import to RHAVE.  

Recognizing not all data necessary for RHAVE is presently available in electronic 

format, considerations for a method of data collection and a process for manual data entry must 

also be developed.  Data will be collected incrementally as GBFD crews conduct routine semi-

annual fire inspections and/or facility tours within their established fire districts, and collected 

data will be forwarded to Fire Administration clerical staff where manual data entry 

(AetherRMS) will include fire inspection records and findings as well as site-specific 

information for the RHAVE program. 

 

LIMITATIONS 

Several limitations and assumptions affected the research and development of this 

applied research project.  The literature review was limited by the difficulty in finding general 

information regarding data conversion.  Most information about data conversion was specific to 

individual software programs or written in such a manner that can only be interpreted by an IT 

professional.  Another limitation was the author’s limited knowledge in the complex field of 

computer software, computer databases, and database management.   
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RESULTS 

 
RHAVE methodology is used to determine what values are exposed to loss in a 

community, what is the probability of an event occurring, and what might be the consequences 

of an event on the community, if an event were to occur.  Fire service leaders in Green Bay 

recognize the value of technical data in strategic decision-making.  RHAVE analysis identifies 

the level of risk, hazard, and values within the community, assist in characterizing the proper 

distribution of resources, and supply quantifiable data necessary to guide decision-making in 

providing an appropriate level of emergency services to the citizens of Green Bay. 

Research began with efforts to answer Research Question #1 asking, “What data required 

for RHAVE analysis is currently available within local government and how can it be accessed?”  

The RHAVE/ovap.dbf program file was opened in the Table Designer view from within 

Microsoft FoxPro to obtain a clear picture of the data and data formats necessary for import.  

This process identified RHAVE data fields and their associated field properties (Appendix A).  

The next step was to combine data field descriptions provided in the RHAVE Concept Manual 

with field properties acquired from the RHAVE/ovap.dbf program file (Appendix B).   

Having identified data definitions, data fields, and field formats that would be necessary, 

a search began for data sources within local government.  A meeting with Mr. Mike Hronek 

revealed that substantial amounts of the required data are currently available through the 

Planning Department’s Geographical Information Systems (GIS) project.  In discussions with 

Mr. Hronek, it was clear that while the data is available and in electronic format, it would be a 

major task to organize and import the specific data needed for RHAVE from the many data 

tables in GIS.  The GBFD has been allowed access to the electronic GIS records for each 
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property in the City and is currently using the GIS data (manual data entry) to populate the fire 

department records management system.   

GBFD uses the AetherRMS software for “Occupancy” information - a compilation of 

information about buildings in the City of Green Bay subject to routine fire inspections.  Data for 

each occupancy is entered manually in AetherRMS (Appendix C) using existing hardcopy Fire 

Department Inspection Records in addition to information derived from GIS and Planning 

Department records. 

As seen in Appendix C, a substantial amount of the data required for the AetherRMS 

“Occupancy” database matches the data needed for RHAVE.  Currently, at least some data is 

available on approximately 3,088 properties in the GBFD AetherRMS system.  Appendix D 

provides an overview of the database fields and field properties used by AetherRMS.  Manual 

entry of occupancy data in AetherRMS has been an ongoing project for one staff clerical position 

over the past 18 months.  

Mr. Ryan Finstad, an IT professional with Brown County Public Safety/Communications 

Department provided considerable guidance in developing a conversion process for importing 

data into RHAVE.  Hronek and Finstad agreed that some manual data entry would be necessary, 

and because AetherRMS and the RHAVE database require like data, it would be advantageous to 

accomplish the manual data entry in AetherRMS and subsequently export/import data to the 

RHAVE program.  Figure 1 is a visual portrayal of the entire process of data collection, data 

conversion, and data export/import.  Appendix E provides a random sampling of data actually 

extracted from the 3,088 GBFD AetherRMS records and imported to the RHAVE program. 
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Research Question #2 asks, “What data required for RHAVE is not readily available and 

how can this data be obtained?  Cross-matching data fields in AetherRMS and RHAVE identifies 

like data.  Matched data can then be used for multiple purposes – for data management, fire 

inspection records, and quick-attack plans in AetherRMS and for RHAVE analysis.  Data not 

currently available in AetherRMS can be gleaned from GIS files, and/or be collected 

incrementally as GBFD crews conduct routine fire safety inspections.   

Research Question #3 asks, “What options are available for integrating existing data with 

new data entered into the RHAVE program?”  This question is partially answered by the 

decision to feed all newly collected data to the AetherRMS program where manual data entry 

occurs.  Both existing and newly collected data will then reside in AetherRMS where it can 

easily be exported to RHAVE.  As new data is acquired (i.e., during fire inspections, etc.), it will 

be forwarded to Fire Administration where manual data entry will include site-specific 

information in AetherRMS, and then is exported to RHAVE.  Data from AetherRMS is exported 

via Crystal Reports software (Appendix F) to Microsoft Excel, and then imported to the 

RHAVE/ovap.dbf file using the Import Wizard in Microsoft FoxPro (see Figure 1).  Any 

information necessary for RHAVE, but not available in AetherRMS would be collected in 

hardcopy using the same process (i.e., during fire inspections), and then manually entered 

directly into the RHAVE program. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Community risk reduction is based upon  “a community assessing (emphasis added) its 

fire risks and hazards, and then developing and implementing specific intervention strategies to 

address those risks and hazards” (FEMA, 2002, December, p. 0-16).  Fire service leaders in 

Green Bay are committed to utilizing the RHAVE risk assessment process as the first step in 

developing a risk reduction plan for this community. 

In evaluating the works of Ross in 1999 and DeIorio in 2003, there were inconsistencies 

in perceptions about the amount of time and resources needed for conducting a RHAVE analysis.  

Both studies indicated significant concern over the amount of data needed, as well as the amount 

of time required for manual data entry.   

Electronic import of existing data is one way to reduce the amount of time dedicated to 

manual data entry.  During the course of this research project, the author could not find evidence 

of an existing data import process specific to RHAVE software.  Concern (confirmed by Ross 

and DeIorio) over the considerable resources needed for data collection and manual entry led the 

author to investigate the potential for data importing.   

The impact of the budget situation in Wisconsin concerns the author with respect to the 

community risk reduction project.   As suggested by Long and Fischhof, limited resources 

sometimes prevent community leaders from doing everything possible to reduce risks.  

Hopefully, importing data to RHAVE will have a positive impact by reducing the cost of risk 

assessment. 

The import process developed for this project proved that data import is possible.  For the 

GBFD, existing and collected data are funneled into AetherRMS.  The data is used by 
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AetherRMS, exported, and then manipulated for use again in the RHAVE program.  The process 

for the GBFD is actually complicated by the use of AetherRMS, but the advantage is gaining 

multiple uses of the same data.  The import process would be simplified for any user having data 

available in Microsoft Excel format.  It must be understood that only certain data fields were 

imported into RHAVE for this project, but more extensive importing is feasible.  While not all 

data necessary for RHAVE can be imported, importing available data can minimize the time 

needed for manual data entry and reduce cost.   

Community and fire service leaders have a duty to identify and manage risk in a manner 

that gives the taxpayer the greatest return on investment.  Major accomplishments of this 

research was the development of a process for using existing data, acquiring data not otherwise 

available, and manipulating data (export/import) for multiple uses - thus reducing the cost of 

resources necessary to accomplish a community risk assessment. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
 

This research has established that importing data to RHAVE is feasible, and from this 

point forward GBFD should continue to collect and manually enter data into AetherRMS.  At a 

point in the future this same data can be exported to RHAVE.  This information is collected 

primarily for fire inspection records and for fire pre-planning purposes, with its secondary use 

being RHAVE.  Using the same data twice, accomplishes risk assessment, promotes efficiency, 

and reduces final cost to the organization. 

Additionally, some data fields required for RHAVE are not available in GIS or through 

AetherRMS.  This data will have to be collected and entered manually into RHAVE, but the 

amount of manual data entry is significantly reduced once the record has been established by 

importing available data. 

There is potential for more complete data import as opposed to the partial import 

accomplished in this research project.  As well, future updates to the RHAVE program are 

expected to include a geo-coding option for more-readily integrating RHAVE data with GIS 

software.  Future researchers should continue work toward the development of a more simplified 

import process, perhaps even a software solution that could process and import the data in a 

single operation. 
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APPENDIX  
B 



 
Data 
Page Field Name

AETHER
DATA SOURCE DESCRIPTION

Sample Data 

Field Name: Type: Width: Decimal Index:
A.P.N.  

occ_bas.number

This is the Assessors Parcel Number that identifies the 
property as it is referenced by the agency responsible for 
assessing and collecting property tax.  This data element will 
be the primary reference element for integration with GIS 
programs.

apn Character 15

ascending

3361

Land Use:    This data element is also provided by the agency responsible 
for assessing and collecting property tax.  The purpose of this 
element is to provide means of identify the land use in an area 
as well as providing a means to conduct a group property 
evaluation based on land use.

land_use Character 4

Address:  

occ_bas.streetnumber
occ_bas.streetprefix
occ_bas.street
occ_bas.streettype
occ_bas.streetsuffix
occ_bas.city
occ_bas.state
occ_bas.postalcode

Address data must be formatted as individual data points as 
below.  
- Number
- Prefix
- Street Name
- Type
- Suffix
- City
- State
- Zip Code

numormile
prefix
streethighway
streettype
suffix
City
State
Zip Code

Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

8
2

30
4
2

20
2
9

501
South
Washington
Street or Road
NE
Green Bay
WI
54301

Census Tract:
occ_bas.censustract

The purpose of this data element is to provide a means to 
conduct studies based on the census tract.

censustract Character 6 3.01

FoxPro/RHAVE 
Data Field Properties

Specific Property Identification

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

Description:   

occ_bas.name

This data element provides the local agency with the ability to 
attach some identifying description to the property.  It is 
possible to use the name of the occupant or more generic 
terms, i.e. Hardware Store, Residence.  This data element has 
the potential to be incorporated into reports and most likely 
will be associated with the property address.  Consideration 
should be given to this element in respect to printed output.

description Character 25

ascending

Admiral Apartments
St. Mary's Hospital
Healthcare Clinic
Offices
East Mason Service Station

Planning Zone: This data element relates to planning zones referenced in the 
assessment process.  This data element will be used in the 
correlation and analysis to meet the performance criteria of the 
assessment process.  This data element may also be used to 
provide reports grouped by planning zones or mapping based 
on planning zones.

planningzone Character 8

1st Due Station: 

occ_bas.station

This data element is collected to allow for the company officer 
to take the RHAVE outcomes and apply them to designated 
response areas.  This data element will be used in generating 
reports or providing analysis specific to response areas.

first_due Character 4 #1
#2
#3
#4

Property Use: 
(Pick List) 

occ_bas.propuse1

This data element is intend to provide information on the use 
of the property and is based on the NFIRS reporting codes.  
This data element has a potential to correlate with information 
reported to the U.S. Fire Administration under the NFIRS 
program.

propertyuse Character 4 111-Bowling Alley
151-Library
419-1 or 2 Family Dwelling
511-Convenience Store
888-Fire Station
891-Warehouse
981-Construction Site

Map Page:  
occ_bas.mappage

This data element is included as a means to reference specific 
property for those unfamiliar with the jurisdiction

map Character 3

ascendi

S21

Occupancy 
Type: 

(Pick List) 

occ_bas.idtype

This data element references the building code used by the 
jurisdiction.  The purpose is to provide future analysis based on 
occupancy types.  Most fire prevention bureaus are familiar 
with this classification system.  If the appropriate building 
code was not selected under setup of if the Occupancy 
Vulnerability Assessment Profile screen was not closed and 
then opened after applying changes to department information 
under setup, then this data element will not work.  

occtype Character 4 A-2  Small assembly >100
B - Office, Professional, assembly <100
I -  Medical, Surgical
M - Merchantile
R-2  Apartments, Dormitories
S-1  Moderate Hazard Storage

Prem
ise

 
 



  

Number o  This data element is intended to identify those properties with f
Units: 

occ_bas.commnumunits
occ_bas.resinumunits

more than one building or a building with more than one 
occupant. The RHAVE process is based on individual parcels.  
For those parcels having more than one building, the building 
providing the greatest risk is documented.  For those buildings 
having more than one occupant, those elements providing the 
greatest risk are documented.

Area:  

occ_bas.area

This data element refers to the area of the building.  It is 
recommend that the units of measurements be consistent 
throughout the RHAVE process.  This data element will also 

numofunits Character 4 12

be used in analysis and reports.

area Character 7 30,000 sq.ft.

GPS:  
occ_bas.latitude
occ_bas.longitude

This data element is intended to address the potential for 
providing mapping capabilities based on GPS coordinates.

gpssouth
gpsnorth

Character
Character

10
10

Assessed 
Valuation: 

occ_bas.propvalue

This data element identifies the assessed valuation by which 
property taxes are determined.  The amount is most generally 
provided by the agency responsible for assessing and collecting 
property taxes. This data element will be used in generating 
reports or providing analysis relating to assessed valuation and 
has the possibility of interfacing with mapping capabilities and 
Standards of Cover policies.

assessed Currency 8 $125,000

Benefit 
Assessment: 

This data element identifies the special assessments placed on 
property through the governing body.  This element will only 
apply to a few jurisdictions.  This data element will be used in 
generating reports or providing analysis relating to benefit 
assessment values and has the possibility of interfacing with 
mapping capabilities and Standards of Cover policies.

benefit Currency 8 $50,000

Revenue 
Benefit: 

(Checkbox)

This data element identifies those properties contributing to the 
jurisdiction by means of property or sales tax.  Identification of 
Non-contributors is also provided.

salestax
propertytax
noncontrib

Logical
Logical
Logical

1
1
1

Special 
Concerns: 

(Checkbox)

This data element identifies properties in the wildland 
interface and those properties that are non-owner occupied.

i_zone
non_owner

Logical
Logical

1
1

Major 
Employer: 

This data element identifies those properties that the local 
jurisdiction considered to be a significant major employer.  A 
data field is also available to record the number of employees. 
These data elements may be used for reporting or analysis and 
has the possibility of interfacing with mapping capabilities and 
Standards of Cover policies.

majoremployer
num_employee

Logical
Numeric

1
4 0

Prem
ise



  

 
 
 

Exposure 
Separation: 

(Radio Button)

Identify the distance to the nearest building. e_option Numeric 1 o   101' +    
o   61' - 100'  
o   31' - 60'  
o   11' - 30' 
o   0' - 10'  

Type of 
Construction:

(Radio Button) 

Identify the type of construction.  Reference the applicable 
building code for a description on the different types of 
construction.

c_option Numeric 1 o   Type I-F.R., II-F.R.
o   Type II 1-HR, III 1-HR
o   Type IV-H.T., V 1 HR
o   Type II-N, III-N
o   Type V-N

Height: 
(Radio Button)

 Indicate the height of the building. h_option Numeric 1 o   1-2 Stories
o   3-4 Stories
o   5-6 Stories
o   7-9 Stories
o   10 + Stories

Access:
(Radio Button) 

 Indicate the appropriate number of sides that there is fire 
department access.  This is relative to the ability to advance 
interior attack lines, and not the placement of apparatus.  
However, the ability to place an apparatus close enough to 
support the attack line must be considered.  Most fire codes 
reference the ability to place fire apparatus within a certain 
distance of exterior walls.

a_option Numeric 1 o   All Sides
o   3 Sides
o   2 Sides
o   1 Side
o   Extra Ordinary Effort

Area: 
(Radio Button)

 Indicate the area of the building.  It is recommended that the 
units of measurements be consistent throughout the RHAVE 
process. For those buildings having more than one occupancy, 
use the dimensions of the exterior walls of the building unless 
separated by an approved four-hour separation wall.  In that 
case, consider each side as a separate building

sf_option Numeric 1 o   0 - 7,500
o   7,500 - 15,000
o   15,001 - 25,000
o   25,001 - 40,000
o   + 40,000

B
uilding

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 
 
 
 

Occupant Load: 
(Radio Button)

 Indicate the occupant load of the building.  For those 
buildings having more than one occupancy, indicate the 
occupant load of the occupancy that has the highest occupant 
load.

ol_option Numeric 1 o   0 - 10
o   11 - 50
o   51 - 100
o   101 - 300
o   Greater than 300

Occupant 
Mobility: 

(Radio Button)

 Indicate the mobility characteristics of the occupants relative 
to building height or relative to the freedom to exit the 
building. For those buildings not normally occupied, indicate 
that occupant mobility is not a factor.  Buildings primarily 
used for the storage of equipment and only occupied at times 
when the equipment needs servicing would be rated as Not a 
Factor.

om_option Numeric 1 o   Awake/Ambulatory, one-two stories
o   Asleep/Ambulatory, one-two stories
o   Awake/Ambulatory, 3+ stories
o   Asleep/Ambulatory, 3+ stories
o   Non-ambulatory or unrestrained
o   Not a factor

Warning 
Alarm: 

(Radio Button)

 Indicate the appropriate warning alarm installed in the 
building.  For those buildings having more than one 
occupancy, indicate no alarm system unless all occupancies are 
protected by a warning alarm.

wa_option Numeric 1 o   Automatic - Central
o   Automatic - Local
o   Manual - Central
o   Manual - Local
o   No alarm system
o   Not a factor

Existing 
System: 

(Radio Button) 

Indicate if the existing system is conforming or non-
conforming to applicable exit requirements.

exiting_option Numeric 1 o   Conforming
o   Non-conforming

L
ife  Safety

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 
 

Regulatory 
Oversight:

(Radio Button) 

Indicate the degree of enforcement activity upon the premise. reg_option Numeric 1 o   Highly regulated, Mandatory 
compliance
o   Highly regulated, Inspections scheduled
o   Regulated, Inspections scheduled 
random
o   Regulated, Voluntary compliance
o   Unregulated, Uninspected
o   Not a factor

Human 
Activity: 

(Radio Button)

Indicate the human activity relative to the ability to access the 
premise.

human_option Numeric 1 o   No access to unauthorized persons
o   Controlled access to unauthorized 
persons
o   Business activity, Sales and retail
o   Group activity, Transient population
o   Domestic activity, No occupant control
o   Not a factor

Experience: 
(Radio Button)

Indicate the frequency that fires occur in tese types of 
occupancies, nit the frequency of fires in this particular 
occupancy.  Reference local/regional fire statistics on an 
annual basis to determine shifts in frequencies for the typwe of 
occupancy.

experience_option Numeric 1 o   Daily events
o   Weekly events
o   Monthly events
o   Annually events
o   Rare occurrence

R
isk - Frequency/L

ikelihood

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

Regulatory 
Oversight:

(Radio Button) 

Indicate the degree of enforcement activity upon the premise. reg_option Numeric 1 o   Highly regulated, Mandatory 
compliance
o   Highly regulated, Inspections scheduled
o   Regulated, Inspections scheduled 
random
o   Regulated, Voluntary compliance
o   Unregulated, Uninspected
o   Not a factor

Human 
Activity: 

(Radio Button)

Indicate the human activity relative to the ability to access the 
premise.

human_option Numeric 1 o   No access to unauthorized persons
o   Controlled access to unauthorized 
persons
o   Business activity, Sales and retail
o   Group activity, Transient population
o   Domestic activity, No occupant control
o   Not a factor

Experience: 
(Radio Button)

Indicate the frequency that fires occur in tese types of 
occupancies, nit the frequency of fires in this particular 
occupancy.  Reference local/regional fire statistics on an 
annual basis to determine shifts in frequencies for the typwe of 
occupancy.

experience_option Numeric 1 o   Daily events
o   Weekly events
o   Monthly events
o   Annually events
o   Rare occurrence

Capacity to 
Control: 

(Radio Button)

Indicate the degree of difficulty that can be expected during a 
fire fighting activities in this building.

control_option Numeric 1 o   Control within building of origin
o   Exposure to complex of building
o   Major deployment
o   Extreme resistance to control
o   Hazardous to firefighting activities

Hazard Index: 
(Radio Button)

Indicate the appropriate type of hazards found in this building hazard_option Numeric 1 o   Limited Hazards
o   Common hazards (residential type)
o   Mixed hazards (Business type)
o   Industrial hazards (F.L.,F.G., Explosive
o   Multiple and complex hazards

Fire Load: 
(Radio Button)

Indicate the appropriate fire load characteristics of this 
building.  The following is from the appendix in NFPA 13:

fireload_option Numeric 1 o   Light
o   Ordinary Hazard, Group 1
o   Ordinary Hazard, Group 2
o   Extra Hazard, Group 1
o   Extra Hazard, Group 2

R
isk - Frequency/L

ikelihood
R

isk - C
onsequence

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fire Flow  To input fire flow data, scroll the list box to locate the area of 
the building under the type of construction.  Highlight the line 
that represents that which is nearest to the area of the building. 
Gross fire flow will be inserted on the screen.

gross_flow Integer 4 1000

Fire Sprinklers 
(Radio Button)

Indicate if this building is protected with an approved fire 
sprinkler system meeting the N.F.P.A. standards.  After this 
data element is entered, the required fire flow will be 
determined.  Fire sprinklers will reduce the gross fire flow by 
50%.

sprinklers_option Numeric 5 o   Yes
o   No

Available Fire 
Flow: 

This is an optional field.  Enter the available fire flow if 
known.

available_flow Integer 4 1250

Fire Flow 
Available: 

(Radio Button) 

Indicate if the required fire flow is available. fireflow_option Numeric 1 o   Yes
o   No

V
alue

Property Value: 
(Radio Button) 

Indicate that which most nearly represents the value of this 
property to the community.  The number of employees and 
sales revenue should be considered when trying to differentiate 
between a business loss, moderate economic or severe 
economic impact.  Also consider those business that have few 
employees and small storefronts that generate a large amount 
of sales tax revenue.  Information can be obtained from 
Community Development and Economic Development 
representatives for your jurisdiction.

value_option Numeric 1 o   Personal/family loss
o   Business loss, minor casualty exposu
o   Moderate economic impact to 
community, severe casualty exposure
o   Severe economicimpact to communi
tax base or job loss
o   Irreplaceable major loss to commun
(non-monetary); infrastructure, cultural
historical

W
ater D

em
and

re

ty, 

ity 
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Occupancy Data Dictionary 
 

Table Field Name Type Length Null Description 
occ_bas occid char 14 Not Null Primary Key - Must be Unique 
occ_bas name char 40 Null Occupancy Name 
occ_bas number char 16 Null Occupancy ID - Entered by Customer 
occ_bas businesslicense char 20 Null Business License Number 
occ_bas idtype int 4 Null 1 - Commercial, 2 - Residential, 3 - Both, 4 - Other 
occ_bas complextype int 4 Null 1 - Complex, 2 - Sub-Complex, 3 - Part of .., 4 - N/A 
occ_bas complex char 40 Null Name of Complex that this occupancy is part of. 
occ_bas commnumunits int 4 Null Number of Commercial Units 
occ_bas resinumunits int 4 Null Number of Residential Units 
occ_bas streetnumber char 8 Null Block or Street number for Address 
occ_bas streetprefix char 2 Null Prefix for Address (S, N, E, W, etc.) 
occ_bas street char 20 Null Street Name 
occ_bas streettype char 4 Null Street Type (ST, Road, ect.) 
occ_bas streetsuffix char 2 Null Steet Suffix (S, N, E, W, etc.) 
occ_bas apartment char 15 Null Apartment or Unit Number 
occ_bas city char 20 Null City Name 
occ_bas state char 2 Null State Abbreviation 
occ_bas postalcode char 20 Null Zip or Postal Code 
occ_bas district char 8 Null Inspection or Response District 
occ_bas subdistrict char 8 Null Inspection or Response Sub-District 
occ_bas censustract real 8 Null Census Tract 
occ_bas station char 14 Null Station Assignment - key to dept_sta.staid 
occ_bas mappage char 20 Null Map Book Page location 
occ_bas latitude real 8 Null Latitude 
occ_bas longtitude real 8 Null Longitude 
occ_bas length int 4 Null Length of building 
occ_bas width int 4 Null Width of building 
occ_bas area int 4 Null Area of building (square foot) 
occ_bas storiesabove int 4 Null Stories above ground 
occ_bas storiesbelow int 4 Null Stories below ground 
occ_bas fullpartial int 4 Null 1 - Full; 2 - Partial Basement 
occ_bas propvalue money 8 Null Estimated Property Value 
occ_bas contvalue money 8 Null Estimated Contents Value 
occ_bas propuse1 char 14 Null Fixed Property Use - (From NFIRS Tables) 
occ_bas propuse2 char 14 Null Fixed Property Use - (From NFIRS Tables) 
occ_bas propuse3 char 14 Null Fixed Property Use - (From NFIRS Tables) 
occ_bas propuse4 char 14 Null Occupancy Use - (From NFIRS Tables) 
occ_bas structype char 14 Null Structure Type - (From NFIRS Tables) 
occ_bas mixeduse char 14 Null Mixed Use Classification - (From NFIRS Tables) 
occ_bas bldgstatus char 14 Null Building Status - (From NFIRS Tables) 



  

occ_bas constrtype char 14 Null Construction Type - (From NFIRS Tables) 
occ_bas detecttype char 14 Null Detector Type - (From NFIRS Tables)  -not used 
occ_bas detectpower char 14 Null Power Supply for Detector (From NFIRS Tables)-not used 
occ_bas onsitenone bit 1 Null On Site Materials or Products - 1 - yes, 0 - No 
occ_bas material1 char 14 Null Material Type 1 (From NFIRS Tables) 
occ_bas storage1 bit 1 Null On-site materials storage 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas processing1 bit 1 Null On-site materials for processing/manufacturing 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas repair1 bit 1 Null On-site materials for repair or service 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas packaged1 bit 1 Null On-site packaged goods 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas material2 char 14 Null Material Type 2 (From NFIRS Tables) 
occ_bas storage2 bit 1 Null On-site materials storage 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas processing2 bit 1 Null On-site materials for processing/manufacturing 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas repair2 bit 1 Null On-site materials for repair or service 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas packaged2 bit 1 Null On-site packaged goods 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas material3 char 14 Null Material Type 3 (From NFIRS Tables) 
occ_bas storage3 bit 1 Null On-site materials storage 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas processing3 bit 1 Null On-site materials for processing/manufacturing 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas repair3 bit 1 Null On-site materials for repair or service 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas packaged3 bit 1 Null On-site packaged goods 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas extingtype char 14 Null Extinguishing System Type (1-9,0) (From NFIRS Tables)  -not used 
occ_bas schedulenotapplicable bit 1 Null Inspection Schedule for this Occupancy - 0, 1 
occ_bas assignedto char 40 Null Assigned to:  not used 
occ_bas nextinspectmonth char 3 Null Next Inspection Month   -not used 
occ_bas nextinspectyear char 4 Null Next Inspection Year   -not used 
occ_bas frequency int 4 Null Frequency of Inspection   -not used 
occ_bas complexid char 14 Null Primary Key of Complex Occupancy is assigned to 
occ_bas preplanonfile bit  1 Null PrePlan on file 1- Yes; 0 - No 
occ_bas rooftype char 14 Null Roof Type Code 

occ_bas location char 51 Null Address, calculated from street fields, etc. 
occ_bas stationname char 20 Null Code & Station Name - dept_sta.staid 
occ_bas constrtype_code char 4 Null Construction Type 
occ_bas mainflr_construc_name char 25 Null Mainfloor Construction Description 
occ_bas mainflr_construc_code char 14 Null Mainfloor Construction Code 

occ_bas adlstories_uprflr_construct_na
me 

char 25 Null Upper floor construction description 

occ_bas adlstories_uprflr_construct_co
de 

char 14 Null Upper floor construction code 

occ_bas adlstories_acs_belowgrade text 16 Null Used to describe below-grade access 
occ_bas roof_construc_name char 25 Null Roof Construction Description 
occ_bas roof_construc_code char 14 Null Roof Construction Code 
occ_bas roof_material char 14 Null Roof Material Code 
occ_bas roof_access text 16 Null Description of how/where to access the roof 
occ_bas wall_construc_ext_code char 14 Null Exterior Wall Construction Code 



  

occ_bas wall_construc_ext_name char 25 Null Exterior Wall Construction Description 
occ_bas wall_construc_int_code char 14 Null Interior Wall Construction Code 
occ_bas wall_construc_int_name char 25 Null Interior Wall Construction Description 
occ_bas bldg_class_style char 14 Null Building Style 
occ_bas occfaxnumber char 25 Null Occupancy fax number 
occ_bas occphonenumber char 25 Null Occupancy 
occ_bas orgconstruction_by char 30 Null Who did the original construction? 
occ_bas orgconstruction_year int 4 Null What year was it built? 
occ_activ acc_key char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_activ occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occ_activ parent_key char 14 Null not used 
occ_activ type char 1 Not Null "A" (Action), "F" (Finding) 
occ_activ description char 40 Null Description of Action or Finding 
occ_activ permit_key char 14 Null Permit_Key from occ_sys, occ_haz, or occ_other 
occ_activ asstodescrip char 40 Null Description of person assigned (Action) or referred by (Finding) 
occ_activ asstoID char 20 Null Key for person assigned (Action) or referred by (Finding) 
occ_activ assigneddate datetime 8 Null Date Action is assigned, or date Finding is found. 
occ_activ scheduleddate datetime 8 Null Date Action is scheduled, or date Finding is referred 
occ_activ completedate datetime 8 Null Date Action is Completed, or date Finding is cleared. 
occ_activ fee float 8 Null Fee for Action. 
occ_activ hours float 8 Null Hours to complete Action 
occ_activ compbyname char 50 Null Name of person completing (Action) or cleared by (Finding) 
occ_activ compbyid char 14 Null Key from per_bas of person completing (Action) or cleared by (Finding) 
occ_activ foundbyname char 50 Null Name from per_bas for Finding person 
occ_activ foundbyid char 14 Null Code from per_bas for Finding person 
occ_activ comments text 16 Null Notes/Comments 
occ_activ action_key char 14 Null Key for the Action or Finding 
occ_activ sys_haz_oth_key char 14 Null From the primary key for occ_sys, occ_haz or occ_other 
occ_activ permit_type char 1 Null "S" (System), "H" (HazMat) or "O" (Other) 
occ_activ permitrequired bit 1 Null Permit required 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_activ permitbyname char 40 Null System Description, HazMat Chemical or Other Description 
occ_activ expiry_date datetime 8 Null Expiration Date of Permit 
occ_activ asstocode char 14 Null Assignment code of person assigned (Action) or referred by (Finding) 
occ_activ findingbycode char 14 Null Code for the Finding 
occ_activ jobnumber char 10 Null Job number for Action 
occ_activ priority int 4 Null Priority of Action … (1 - highest, 9 - lowest) 
occ_att occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to Occupancy ID 
occ_att attkey char 14 Not Null Primary Key - Unique 
occ_att description char 20 Null Description of Attachment 
occ_att linkedto char 254 Null Document/file that is linked 
occ_att comments text 16 Null Notes/Comments 

OCC_FIREFLOW fireflow_key char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
OCC_FIREFLOW occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
OCC_FIREFLOW test_date datetime 8 Null  Test Date 



  

OCC_FIREFLOW area float 8 Null  Largest Fire Area (sq ft) 
OCC_FIREFLOW occ_type char 30 Null  Occupancy Type 
OCC_FIREFLOW hazard_classification char 25 Null  Sprinkled (non/light/ordinary/extra) 
OCC_FIREFLOW basic_flow float 8 Null  Basic Fire Flow (GPM) calc 
OCC_FIREFLOW credit_auto_sprinkler1 int 4 Null  Auto Sprinkler credit (calc) 
OCC_FIREFLOW credit_auto_sprinkler2 float 8 Null  Auto Sprinkler credit GPM (calc) 
OCC_FIREFLOW hose_stream_alw1 int 4 Null  Hose Stream Alwc for Sprinkled (calc) 
OCC_FIREFLOW hose_stream_alw2 float 8 Null  Hose Stream Alwc for Sprinkled GPM (calc) 
OCC_FIREFLOW exposures1 int 4 Not Null Exposures 
OCC_FIREFLOW exposures2 float 8 Null  Exposures GPM (calc) 
OCC_FIREFLOW hazard_operations1 bit 1 Null  Building contain hazardous operations or storage, 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
OCC_FIREFLOW hazard_operations2 float 8 Null  Building contain hazardous operations or storage, GPM (calc) 
OCC_FIREFLOW approved_smoke_detection1 bit 1 Null  Approved smoke detection & sprinklers 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
OCC_FIREFLOW approved_smoke_detection2 float 8 Null  Approved smoke detection & sprinklers GPM (calc) 
OCC_FIREFLOW fire_flow float 8 Null  Total worksheet GPM value (calc) 

occ_haz occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occ_haz hazkey char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_haz chemical char 60 Null Chemical Name 
occ_haz class char 14 Null Chemical Class 
occ_haz unnumber char 4 Null UN Number 
occ_haz casno char 9 Null Chemical Abstract Number 
occ_haz physicalstate int 4 Null Chemical's physical state 1 - Pure; 2 - Mix 
occ_haz solid bit 1 Null Chemical is a solid 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_haz liquid bit 1 Null Chemical is a liquid 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_haz gas bit 1 Null Chemical is a gas 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_haz permitrequired bit 1 Null Permit required 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_haz permitexpires datetime 8 Null Date Permit Expires 
occ_haz comments text 16 Null Notes/Comments 
occ_haz containercapacity int 4 Null Capacity of container (number of units) 
occ_haz containertype char 14 Null Container type code 

occ_haz containerunits int 4 Null Not used 
occ_haz onhandunits char 14 Null Units type (code) 
occ_haz onhandave int 4 Null Average units on hand 
occ_haz onhandmax int 4 Null Maximum units on hand 
occ_haz firehaz bit 1 Null Chemical is a fire hazard 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_haz pressurehaz bit 1 Null Chemical is under pressure 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_haz reactivehaz bit 1 Null Chemical is reactive 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_haz haztype int 4 Null Hazard type 1 - Acute; 2 - Chronic 
occ_haz msdsonfile bit 1 Null MSDS on file 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_haz permit_key char 14 Null Key for the permit 
occ_haz issuedate datetime 8 Null Date permit issued 
occ_haz number char 40 Null Permit number 
occ_haz fee float 8 Null Fee for permit 
occ_haz datepaid datetime 8 Null Date permit fee was paid 



  

occ_haz info1 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_haz info2 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_haz info3 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_haz userdefinedinfo text 16 Null Permit comments 
occ_haz containerunits_char char 4 Null Units type (code) 
occ_haz prefireid char 10 Null PreFire ID 

occ_tanks tankskey char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_tanks occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occ_tanks hazkey char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_haz Primary Key 
occ_tanks TankNumber char 24 Null  
occ_tanks manufacturer char 14 Null Manufacturer of tank 
occ_tanks ModelNumber char 24 Null Tank's model number 
occ_tanks SerialNumber char 24 Null  
occ_tanks construction char 14 Null Tank construction 
occ_tanks PipeType char 14 Null Pipe type 
occ_tanks MonitorType char 14 Null Monitor type 
occ_tanks VaporRecovery char 14 Null  
occ_tanks AboveOrUnder int 4 Null 1 - Above ground; 2 - Under ground 
occ_tanks InstallationDate datetime 8 Null Date storage tank was installed  
occ_tanks InstallerName char 25 Null Installation company 
occ_tanks RemovalDate datetime 8 Null  
occ_tanks RemovalName char 25 Null  
occ_tanks LocationOnSite text 16 Null Description of where the tank is located 
occ_tanks AbandonedInPlace bit 1 Null Storage tank is abandoned, but left in place 1 - Yes; 0 - No 

occ_permithistory his_key char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_permithistory occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occ_permithistory parent_key char 14 Null From the primary key for occ_sys, occ_haz or occ_other 
occ_permithistory permit_key char 14 Null Key for the permit 
occ_permithistory type char 1 Not Null "S" (System), "H" (HazMat) or "O" (Other) 
occ_permithistory permitexpired datetime 8 Null Date Permit Expires 
occ_permithistory issuedate datetime 8 Null Date permit issued 
occ_permithistory description char 40 Null System Description, HazMat Chemical or Other Description 
occ_permithistory number char 40 Null Permit number 
occ_permithistory fee float 8 Null Fee for permit 
occ_permithistory datepaid datetime 8 Null Date permit fee paid 
occ_permithistory info1 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_permithistory info2 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_permithistory info3 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_permithistory userdefinedinfo text 16 Null Permit comments 

occ_hydrants occ_hydr_key char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_hydrants occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occ_hydrants hydr_key char 14 Not Null Primary key from hydr_bas 
occ_hydrants hydr_number char 20 Not Null Hydrant ID number from hydr_bas 
occ_hydrants location char 116 Null Location from hydr_bas 
occ_hydrants flowclassification char 20 Null Flow classification 



  

occ_hydrants outofservice bit 1 Null Hydrant is out of service 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_hydrants comment text 16 Null Notes/Comments 
occ_hydrants asofdate datetime 8 Null Date out of service 

occ_inspectionletters occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occ_inspectionletters letterkey char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_inspectionletters templatekey char 14 Null Primary key from InspectionLettersCust 
occ_inspectionletters templateid char 50 Null TemplateID from InspectionLettersCust 
occ_inspectionletters createdon datetime 8 Null Date letter created 
occ_inspectionletters createdbyname char 50 Null Name from per_bas; who created the letter 
occ_inspectionletters createdbyid char 20 Null Code from per_bas; who created the letter 
occ_inspectionletters lettertext text 16 Null Text of letter 

occ_other occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occ_other otherkey char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_other otherdescrip char 40 Null Description of Other Information 
occ_other permitrequired bit 1 Null Permit required 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_other permitexpires datetime 8 Null Date Permit Expires 
occ_other comments text 16 Null Notes and Comments 
occ_other permit_key char 14 Null Key for the permit 
occ_other issuedate datetime 8 Null Date permit issued 
occ_other number char 40 Null Permit number 
occ_other fee float 8 Null Fee for permit 
occ_other datepaid datetime 8 Null Date permit fee was paid 
occ_other info1 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_other info2 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_other info3 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_other userdefinedinfo text 16 Null Permit comments 

(occ_permithistory) (fields listed under occ_haz)     
occ_loc occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occ_loc lockey char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_loc locdescrip char 40 Null Location Description (Free Text) 
occ_loc comments text 16 Null Comments or Notes 

occ_schedule occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occ_schedule sch_key char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_schedule action_key char 14 Null Key for the Action 
occ_schedule actionbyname char 40 Null Description of Action 
occ_schedule permit_key char 14 Null Permit_Key from occ_sys, occ_haz, or occ_other 
occ_schedule permitbyname char 40 Null System Description, HazMat Chemical or Other Description 
occ_schedule assigned_key char 14 Null Key of person/department assigned 
occ_schedule assignedbyname char 40 Null Name of person/department assigned 
occ_schedule asg_monthyear datetime 8 Null Date action is to be assigned 
occ_schedule asg_reptmonths int 4 Null Assign repeating every x months 
occ_schedule daysbefore_expire int 4 Null Number of days until permit expires 
occ_schedule expiry_date datetime 8 Null Not used 
occ_schedule next_sch datetime 8 Null Not used 
occ_schedule activity_key char 14 Null Not used 



  

occ_schedule sys_haz_oth_key char 14 Not Null From the primary key for occ_sys, occ_haz or occ_other 
occ_schedule permit_type char 1 Not Null "S" (System), "H" (HazMat) or "O" (Other) 
occ_schedule permitrequired bit 1 Null Permit required 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_schedule move_date datetime 8 Null Not used 

occ_sys occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occ_sys syskey char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_sys systemtype int 4 Null 1 - AES 2 - Detectors, 3 - Other Systems 
occ_sys systemdescrip char 40 Null System Description - Full Text 
occ_sys permitrequired bit 1 Null Permit required 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_sys permitexpires datetime 8 Null Date Permit Expires 
occ_sys installname char 25 Null Name of Contractor Installing system 
occ_sys installphone char 25 Null Phone Number of Contractor Installer 
occ_sys maintname char 25 Null Name of Maintenance Contractor 
occ_sys maintphone char 25 Null Phone Number of Maintenance Contractor 
occ_sys monitorname char 25 Null Name of Monitoring Agency 
occ_sys monitorphone char 25 Null Phone Number of Monitoring Agency 
occ_sys comments text 16 Null Notes/Comments 
occ_sys permit_key char 14 Null Key for the permit 
occ_sys issuedate datetime 8 Null Date permit issued 
occ_sys number char 40 Null Permit number 
occ_sys fee float 8 Null Fee for permit 
occ_sys datepaid datetime 8 Null Date permit fee was paid 
occ_sys info1 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_sys info2 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_sys info3 char 40 Null User-defined information 
occ_sys userdefinedinfo text 16 Null Permit comments 
occ_sys systemcode char 4 Null Code for AES/detectors 

(occ_permihistory) (fields listed under occ_haz)     
occ_tac occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occ_tac occtackey char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_tac business char 25 Null Name of Business (free text) for Contact 
occ_tac nameprefix char 3 Null Contact Name prefix (Mr., Mrs, etc.) 
occ_tac lastname char 25 Null Contact Last Name 
occ_tac firstname char 25 Null Contact First Name 
occ_tac mi char 1 Null Contact Middle Initial 
occ_tac namesuffix char 4 Null Contact Name Suffix; Sr,Jr,II,III,IV 
occ_tac occupant bit 1 Null Contact is occupant 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_tac owner bit 1 Null Contact is owner 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_tac other bit 1 Null Contact is other than owner/occupant 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_tac otherdesc char 25 Null Code describing other 
occ_tac priority int 4 Null Priority of Contact  
occ_tac keyholder bit 1 Null Has key to the building 1 - Yes; 0 - No 
occ_tac streetnumber char 8 Null Street Number for Address 
occ_tac streetprefix char 2 Null Prefix for Address (S, N, E, W, etc.) 
occ_tac street char 20 Null Street Name for Address 



  

occ_tac streettype char 4 Null Street Type (ST, RD etc.) 
occ_tac streetsuffix char 2 Null Steet Suffix (S, N, E, W, etc.) 
occ_tac pobox char 10 Null Post Office Box for Address 
occ_tac city char 20 Null City 
occ_tac state char 2 Null State Abbreviation 
occ_tac postalcode char 20 Null Zip or Postal Code 
occ_tac daytime char 20 Null Daytime telephone number 
occ_tac afterhours char 20 Null After hours telephone number 
occ_tac apt char 20 Null Apartment or Unit Number 

occtacphones occid char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - Relates to occ_bas Primary Key 
occtacphones phonekey char 10 Not Null 1/2 of Primary Key Type of Phone - (Cellular, etc.).  Note:  Primary key is 

comprised of occtackey + phonekey 

occtacphones phone char 40 Null Phone Number 
occtacphones occtackey char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - relates to Contact key; 1/2 of of Primary key 
occtacphones updkeyonly char 14 Null  
occ_fmzcodes fmzcode_key char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_fmzcodes fmz_code char 5 Not Null Fire Management Zone Code 
occ_fmzcodes fmz_description char 25 Null Fire Management Zone Description 
occ_fmzcodes fmz_default bit 1 Null Fire Management Zone Default 
occ_fmzcodes fmz_hydr_default bit 1 Null Fire Management Zone Hydrant Default 
occ_customize occ_cust_key char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_customize code char 14 Not Null Code to represent description 
occ_customize record_type char 1 Not Null "A" (Action), "F" (Finding), "G" (Assignment), "N" (Auto-number), "O" 

(Construction Code), "P" (Permit), "R" (Finding Groups), "T" (Standards), 
"V" (Default view for Activities List) 

occ_customize description char 40 Not Null Description  
occ_customize type char 1 Not Null For Assigment - "D" (Department) "P" (Personnel); For Permits - "H" 

(HazMat) "O" (Other) "S" (Systems); For Standards - "L" (Local) "N" 
(National) "S" (State) 

occ_customize initial_fee float 8 Null Default fee for an action (also used for Auto-number to hold the last highest 
number) 

occ_customize re_inspection_fee float 8 Null Not used 
occ_customize additional_re_inspection_fee float 8 Null Not used 
occ_customize assignedto char 14 Null Assigned to Department, Division, Battalion, Station 
occ_customize assignedlevel char 14 Null Primary Key from dept_bas, dept_div, dept_bat or dept_sta 
occ_customize apparatusno char 14 Null Primary Key from app_bas for apparatus assignment 
occ_customize shift char 20 Null Shift (shpletter) from shft_pat 
occ_customize expires_every int 4 Null Permit expires every "n" months 
occ_customize groupcode char 14 Null Group codes: Findings, Occupancy Use, Construction, Roof, Storage 

Tanks. Also Primary key from per_bas for personnel assignments) 

occ_customize department_structure_name char 70 Null Department structure, level, apparatus & shift … concatenated  
occ_customize personnelcode char 20 Null Code from per_bas for assigned person 



  

occ_customize autonumber_option int 4 Null 1 - No auto-increment; 2 - auto-increment; 3 - number with a Mask 
occ_customize BuildOccNumbers bit 1 Null Used to indicate if Occupancy numbers should be "rebuilt" 
occ_customize Priority int 4 Null Prioritize actions 1 - high priority; 9 - low priority 

occ_customize_child occ_cust_child_key char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
occ_customize_child occ_cust_key char 14 Not Null Foreign Key - relates to occ_customize 
occ_customize_child fromdate datetime 8 Null Date Findings Standard is effective from 
occ_customize_child todate datetime 8 Null Date Findings Standard is effective to 
occ_customize_child type char 1 Null "F" (Full Text), "S" (Standards) 
occ_customize_child standardid char 14 Null Code from occ_customize for Standard 
occ_customize_child reference char 14 Null Standards reference 
occ_customize_child fulltext text 16 Null Text of finding 

occ_autonumbers autonumber_key char 14 Not Null Primary key 
occ_autonumbers fmz_code char 5 Null Foreign key relates to occ_fmzcodes 
occ_autonumbers occ_number int 4 Null Occupancy number 
occ_autonumbers sub_occ_number int 4 Null Sub occupancy number 
occ_autonumbers hydr_number int 4 Null Hydrant number 

inspectionletterscust custkey char 14 Not Null Primary Key 
inspectionletterscust templateid char 50 Not Null Template ID (just a template name) 
inspectionletterscust topmargin float 8 Null Top/bottom margins 
inspectionletterscust bottommargin float 8 Null Left/right margins 
inspectionletterscust header char 254 Null Header text 
inspectionletterscust footer char 254 Null Footer text 
inspectionletterscust templatetext text 4 Null Text of template 
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occ_bas.num
ber

occ_bas.streetnum
ber

occ_bas.streetprefix

occ_bas.street

occ_bas.streettype

occ_bas.city

occ_bas.state

occ_bas.postalcode

occ_bas.censustract

occ_bas.nam
e

occ_bas.station

occ_bas.m
appage

occ_bas.com
m

num
units

occ_bas.resinum
units

occ_bas.area

occ_bas.propuse1

occ_bas.idtype

occ_bas.latitude

occ_bas.longitude

occ_bas.propvalue

6049 116 S ADAMS ST GREEN BA

occ_bas.storiesabove

Y WI 54301 10.00 HIP-CATS 1 - Fire Station 1 X24 1 8,100 160 1 0.00 0.00 $0.00
535 126 S ADAMS ST GREEN BA

1
Y WI 54301 10.00 Stein Supper Club 1 - Fire Station 1 X24 2,880 162 1 0.00 0.00 $132,210.00

4264 201 S ADAMS ST GREEN BA
2

Y WI 54301 10.00 St. Willebrord Church 1 - Fire Station 1 X24 0 131 1 0.00 0.00 $0.00
2008 231 S ADAMS ST GREEN BA

4
Y WI 54301 10.00 Liebman, Conway, Olejniczak & Jerry SC 1 - Fire Station 1 X24 0 599 1 0.00 0.00 $0.00

1871 234 S ADAMS ST GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54301 10.00 RUMMELE'S JEWELERS 1 - Fire Station 1 X24 1 0 549 1 0.00 0.00 $279,864.00
1586 331 S ADAMS ST GREEN BA

1
Y WI 54301 10.00 Green Bay Insurance Center 1 - Fire Station 1 X24 0 599 1 0.00 0.00 $77,800.00

2872 1312 E MASON ST GREEN BA
1

Y WI 54301 14.00 BARBER SHOP 1 - Fire Station 1 Y25 1 0 557 1 0.00 0.00 $59,400.00
1139 1369 E MASON ST GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54301 14.00 East Mason Service Station 1 - Fire Station 1 Y25 0 571 1 0.00 0.00 $60,255.00

3354 310 PINE ST GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54301 10.00 Berners-Schober Assoc. Inc. 1 - Fire Station 1 X23 3 0 599 1 0.00 0.00 $379,197.00
969 141 N CHESTNUT AVE GREEN BA

3
Y WI 54303 8.00 FORT HOWARD APARTMENTS 3 - Fire Station 3 W23 97 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $0.00

1031 1372 E MASON ST GREEN BA
3

Y WI 54301 14.00 Jeff's Automotive 1 - Fire Station 1 Y25 0 571 1 0.00 0.00 $24,804.00
3553 1401 E MASON ST GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54301 14.00 Walgreen's 1 - Fire Station 1 Z26 0 1 0.00 0.00 $285,948.00

3515 100 S MONROE AVE GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54301 10.00 WALNUT CAFE 1 - Fire Station 1 X24 1 0 161 1 0.00 0.00 $47,034.00
3815 113 S MONROE AVE GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54301 12.00 APARTMENTS 1 - Fire Station 1 X24 8 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $98,982.00

6310 1739 UNIVERSITY AVE GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54302 17.00 JULIE'S JEWELRY 2 - Fire Station 2 AA24 1 0 529 1 0.00 0.00 $108,225.00
5217 600 N MILITARY AVE GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54303 2.00 FAMILY VIDEO 6 - Fire Station 6 T21 0 580 1 0.00 0.00 $356,000.00

5028 1690 WESTERN AVE GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54303 3.02 APARTMENTS 6 - Fire Station 6 8 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $0.00
4905 212 REGAN ST GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54303 0.00 APARTMENTS 6 - Fire Station 6 12 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $0.00

2733 140 RESERVE ST GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54303 3.02 APARTMENTS 6 - Fire Station 6 S21 14 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $440,000.00
257 1732 WEDGEWOOD DR GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54303 3.02 APARTMENTS 6 - Fire Station 6 12 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $0.00

2268 1733 WESTERN AVE GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54303 3.02 APARTMENTS 6 - Fire Station 6 12 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $0.00
3185 2240 MAIN ST GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54301 16.00 EAST TOWN AUTO SALES 5 - Fire Station 5 1 0 579 1 0.00 0.00 $45,217.00

1421 864 Mather ST GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54303 1.00 Salvation Army 3 - Fire Station 3 W22 0 599 1 0.00 0.00 $84,357.00
3229 626 Union CT GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54303 2.00 Salvation Army 3 - Fire Station 3 W22 0 130 1 0.00 0.00 $0.00

277 1025 ADVANCE AVE GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54304 213.03 The Bar 3 - Fire Station 3 T26 0 162 1 0.00 0.00 $113,139.00
6216-C 2845 GREENBRIAR RD GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54311 20.03 2845 GREENBRIAR 5 - Fire Station 5 AF29 0 331 1 0.00 0.00 $0.00

1414 1136 N MILITARY AVE GREEN BA
5

Y WI 54303 2.00 United Northeast Educators 6 - Fire Station 6 U20 1 8,000 599 1 0.00 0.00 $0.00
2626 1112 S MILITARY AVE GREEN BA

1
Y WI 54304 4.01 PONDEROSA 6 - Fire Station 6 S23 1 4,600 161 1 0.00 0.00 $0.00

1869 708 BODART ST GREEN BA
1

Y WI 54301 10.00 CHEERS 2 - Fire Station 2 Y24 0 1 0.00 0.00 $60,255.00
1490 551 PACKERLAND DR GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54303 3.01 PERFORMANCE GROUP 4 - Fire Station 4 P21 0 1 0.00 0.00 $0.00

3503 155 N MAPLE AVE GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54303 8.00 APARTMENTS 3 - Fire Station 3 W23 4 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $86,580.00
666 1045 W MASON ST GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54303 7.00 DIAMOND VOGEL PAINT 3 - Fire Station 3 U23 1 0 539 1 0.00 0.00 $0.00

3463 1220 LORE LANE GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54303 4.01 APARTMENTS 6 - Fire Station 6 U23 12 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $207,207.00
1346 1232 LORE LANE GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54303 4.01 APARTMENTS 6 - Fire Station 6 U23 12 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $165,438.00

1749 410 S MILITARY AVE GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54303 3.02 HUNGRY HOWIE'S PIZZA 6 - Fire Station 6 S22 1 0 1 0.00 0.00 $91,962.00
637-C 200 S WASHINGTON ST GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54301 10.00 200 SOUTH WASHINGTON 1 - Fire Station 1 X24 62,281 599 1 0.00 0.00 $3,394,638.00

747 1109 CHERRY ST GREEN BA
4

Y WI 54301 12.00 APARTMENTS 2 - Fire Station 2 Y24 8 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $172,692.00
1569 1115 CHERRY ST GREEN BA

0
Y WI 54301 12.00 APARTMENTS 2 - Fire Station 2 Y24 8 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $204,984.00

1193 313 DOUSMAN ST GREEN BA
0

Y WI 54303 8.00 Green Bay Brewing Co. 3 - Fire Station 3 X23 1 4,488 160 1 0.00 0.00 $584,298.00
5047 295 Laverne DR GREEN BA

2
Y WI 54311 18.01 Brook Park Townhouses 7 - Fire Station 7 AF25 0 429 2 0.00 0.00 $320,580.00 0
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